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Automatic Sequential Particulate Matter Sampling Device

ECO SPM, is a fully automatic sequential particulate
matter sampling device compatible with,
•EN12341
•EPA40 CFR Part 50
ECO SPM, is the best and easiest way to sample
particulate matter for ambient samplings. All
necessary settings come with the software and all you
need to do is load clean filters and start sampler.
ECO SPM, has a high-tech, fast, and easy user
interface. Never been easier to set the device, start
sampling, and get data.
ECO SPM, has a light and durable case. This strong
case provides resistance to water and dust.
There are two handles to carry it safely.
A special platform allows the device to be raised to
the required height for sampling while also protecting
it from pollutants and animals aboveground.
ECO SPM,can be used with any sampling head that
EPA and EN approved for low volume samplers.
Optional SMS /GPS Module:
Users can get SMS in;
•Daily sampling done
•Sampling sequence done
•Start new filter if vacuum exceeds
•After a power outage
•Any error that blocks sampling

AMBIENT SAMPLING

GPS:
Users can save and print coordinates (x,y)
Optional Sampled filter conditioning system can
keep sampled filter conditioned under 20 °C if
ambient temperature exceeds 20 °C.
The approaches we focus on:
•Improved and secure data format
•Easier use in tough conditions
•Saving on time
•Labor safety
•Less maintenance cost
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General Features:

What we can do with main headings,

•16 Filter capacity
•Fast and stable deviation control
•Default settings for selected method
•Resistance to high vacuum pressure
•More than one filter daily if necessary
•Leak Test Protocol
•Ability to continue to sample after a power outage
•Receiving data via USB interface
•Large and color touch screen
•Latest technology HMI unit
•Light and tough design
•Optional Sampled filter conditioning
•Optional SMS/GPS Module
•Optional wind velocity and direction sensors

Samples
•One filter sampling
•Sequential sampling

Parameter
Weight
Dimension
Power Supply
Working range
Flow meter
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Temperature Sensor
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Absolute Pressure
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Differential Pressure
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Volume Control

ECO SPM
48 kg
36,5 x 40 x 35,9 cm
230 Vac 3.3A
-35 ile 55°C
Orifice
5.0-50 l/min
0,01 l/min
5.0-50 l/min <%2 l/min
PT100
-50°C +100°C
0,1 °C
± 0,2 °C
Electronic
0 – 1034,2 hPa
0,1 hpa
±%0,25 hPa
Electronic
±6000Pa
1 Pa
±%0,25 Pa
Electronic

Tests
•Sensor test
•Leak test
•Flow test
Records
•One filter sampling
•Sequential sampling
•Sensor test
•Leak test
Data retrieval
•Print out with internal printer
•Via USB and computer, in CSV, PDF, non-modifiable file format
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Code
Product
ECO-202-01
ECO SPM Sequential PM Sampling Device
Modules
ECO-202-99
Sampled Filter Conditioning System
ECO-202-98
SMS/GPS Module
ECO-202-97
Wind Velocity Sensor
ECO-202-96
Wind Direction Sensor
ECO-202-95
Remote Access Module
Devices and Equipment
ECO-251-01
Sampling Head, EN12341 PM10for SPM
ECO-251-02
Sampling Head, EN12341 PM2.5 for SPM
ECO-251-03
Sampling Head, EPA 40 PM10 for SPM
ECO-251-04
Sampling Head, EPA 40 PM2.5 for SPM
ECO-251-04
Sampling Head, TSP for SPM

Kısıklı Mah. Ferah Cad. No:6/A
Uskudar İstanbul / TURKEY

Type
230V

Note
inc. accredited calibration certificate, power cable

-

temperature control of sampled filters
device location info, receiving SMS from device if necessary
control device via mobile or pc

-

-

info@ecoinstruments.net

www.ecoinstruments.net

